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The forces of nature driving the geological processes which have shaped Norway are as active as
ever. The Earth is a dynamic, “living” planet. External agents such as chemical weathering and
the action of glaciers, landslides, the wind, and running water will continue to denude and
reshape the landscape. In addition, internal forces, combined with plate tectonic processes, will
build new land and transport the landmasses to new latitudes, continually modifying the
planet’s geography and topography, its ocean currents and climate.

Foreword
It is now a little over a century since Norway became an independent nation, but many millions
of years since Norway emerged as a landmass. The The Making of a Land – Geology of Norway
relates the fascinating history of Norway’s geological evolution – a story that began long
before human beings appeared on Earth. The book describes the varied geology of Norway’s
mainland and continental shelf, and aims to stimulate the interest of a readership extending
far beyond the confines of the geoscience community.
It is now nearly half a century since the last compendium on Norwegian geology saw the light
of day. This new book therefore addresses an important need, first and foremost to provide a
reference work for professional geologists working in Norway’s educational institutions, in
industry, and in public administration, but also for those of you both at home and overseas
who are simply curious about the wonders of the natural world around us. This book traces a
more than three billion year history of Norway’s mountain, fjord, and flatland rural landscapes,
the evolution of the continental shelf and the formation and exploitation of Norway’s oil and
gas, water and mineral resources. It describes the geological hazards that from time to time
threaten our communities, and how we can best apply our geological knowledge to face the
challenges of the modern world.
The Making of a Land – Geology of Norway is translated from the Norwegian book “Landet
blir til – Norges geologi”, which was first published in 2006 as part of the centennial celebrations of the Norwegian Geological Society the previous year. A second edition was published in
the spring of 2007, and in the same year received an award from the Norwegian Organisation
for Visual Communication as “Most Attractive Book” in the academic publications category.
The English translation has been specially prepared for an international readership and is published to coincide with the 33rd International Geological Congress, to be held in the Nordic
countries in 2008, with Norway’s capital Oslo as the host city. The publication of the Geology
of Norway thus follows a fine tradition in that the last time a book of the same title was published was in 1960, also to coincide with the International Geological Congress hosted that year
by the Nordic countries.
This book is the result of a voluntary effort. Several of Norway’s leading geologists have made
contributions both as scientific editors and as co-authors of the seventeen chapters, together
with their text boxes and illustrations. In addition, there is a long list of individuals, academic
institutions and commercial companies that have contributed with important scientific, technical and financial assistance. In this respect, acknowledgement is due to key sponsors and contributors such as Statoil, Hydro, Shell, DNO, the Norwegian Geological Survey (NGU) and the
Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD). As Editor-in-Chief, I extend my personal thanks to all
those contributing professionals and institutions for their great efforts and support.

Ivar B. Ramberg
Oslo, February 2008
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"The roof of Norway", Jotunheimen. (Photo: Fjellanger Widerøe)

Ivar B. Ramberg
Inge Bryhni
Arvid Nøttvedt

Introduction
The Geology of Norway –
from its primeval origins to the present day

The mountainous landscapes of Norway have
been a source of inspiration not only to early explorers, artists, mountaineers
and tourists, but also to natural history researchers whose aim has been to unravel their
secrets. The mountains – and the intervening valleys – are not only wild and beautiful, but
also represent the cradle of Norwegian civilisation, and the very bedrock of human
settlement, resources, and biological diversity.

The very nature of geological bedrock is the foundation of much that we take for granted, such as the Norwegian
landscape, conditions for human settlement and economic activity, raw materials for building, and so on. Here, on
Værøy in Nordland, we can see in the background mountains more than two billion years old, interacting with a
broad coastal plain formed some thousands of years ago during the glaciations, illustrating clearly how geology
influences our daily lives (Photo: Fjellanger Widerøe)

The Storegga slide. The sediments
that formed the slide (shown in grey
and blue in the centre of the picture)
were transported several hundred
kilometres down the continental
slope and out into the deep ocean.

About this book

Mainland Norway is seen (in red) in
the background. (Illustration: Hydro)

"The Making of a Land – Geology of Norway" describes the geology of mainland Norway and
the adjacent continental shelf, from its distant Precambrian infancy to the processes which to this
day continue to shape the land. The science of geology deals with the Earth’s structure and history. It is an exciting subject which, among other things, holds the key to Norway’s current wealth.
Norway’s geological resources form the basis of its current prosperity. This book describes geological processes
and their products, with emphasis on the Earth’s historical development. It describes Norway’s place in the
context of the Earth we all inhabit, and from which we make our livelihoods. Our knowledge of geology is applied in many different situations, and it helps us better understand the society of which we are a part. Consider the major influence that the petroleum and industrial stone industries have on Norway’s economic development and the everyday lives of its citizens; the importance of the hydrological cycle as the basis of all life
and, last but not least, the major role played by nature in influencing a whole range of recreational and work
activities.
«The Making of a Land – Geology of Norway« also aims to be a reference work for everyone interested in geology or simply curious as to the workings of the natural world. It is a supplement to Norway’s comprehensive
and detailed scientific literature on the subject. The authors have taken on the ambitious task of providing an
all-embracing review of Norwegian geology, from the loftiest peaks of our magnificent mountains, to the
deepest, darkest, slump scar on the continental shelf. This book opens the Norwegian geological treasure chest
for anyone interested in looking inside.
The book aims to convey in words and pictures the geology of mainland Norway and its continental shelf. It
is directed to a wider public as well as to students and professional geologists. For most of us, geological terminology is “unknown territory”, but we hope that teachers, those in industry and with responsibilities in public
administration, together with amateur geologists around the world, will get both benefit and pleasure from the
book. We hope to show how geological processes and their products have created and shaped the Norwegian
landscapes, and also how they represent the source of the natural resources which we exploit today, and on
which we will come to rely in the future. The book draws on many sources, and we have tried to present it in a
more “popular” style than is common in the academic literature, without using too many scientific terms. We
hope that the many unacknowledged contributors will forgive us this, and that our readers will also appreciate
that it is not always possible to avoid using scientific terms. We believe that this presentation makes the book
accessible to as many as possible, including those outside the scientific community.
Many have waited a long time, perhaps somewhat impatiently, for a contemporary account of Norwegian
geology which also includes the continental shelf. Half a century has passed since Olaf Holtedahl published
the last comprehensive account, a popular scientific bestseller from 1951, together with his collected academic
studies in 1953 and «The Geology of Norway» (1960) which he edited and published on the occasion of the
21st International Geological Congress, held in Scandinavia in the same year. We also acknowledge Christof13

“Geologists at work”. A view looking towards Hurrungane in Sogn og
Fjordane. The sheer pleasure of being
at one with nature is heightened by
the knowledge that we are standing
on an up to 20 km-thick thrust
nappe (the Jotun Nappe) which was
thrust several hundred kilometres
south-eastwards over younger rocks
during the formation of the
Caledonian mountain belt.
– This painting is by Johannes
Flintoe, and was copied from an earlier watercolour by the geologist
B.M. Keilhau in 1820. Reproduced by
permission of the National Museum
for Art, Architecture and Design
(Photo: J. Lathion)
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fer Oftedahl’s reviews published between 1974 and 1980, and Steinar Skjeseths “A-Magasin” articles, later collected in book form in 1974, and which were a great public success, selling more than 100,000 copies, including several reprints.
Since then however, a lot of water has passed under the bridge and our knowledge of Norwegian geology,
both from the mainland and offshore, has increased dramatically, as indeed has our awareness of the benefits
geology bestows on society as a whole. In this book we will focus less on the historical scientific perspectives,
although these are worthy of their own comprehensive account, but will highlight instead the more recent advances in our understanding of Norwegian geology. Only fifty years ago, the geology of the Norwegian offshore was almost unknown both to the public and to the geological community. This also applied to terms
such as plate tectonics, environmental geology, palaeoclimatology and geomedicine, to mention just a few recent major developments. Geology has advanced on a broad front, and even though our need for new knowledge remains as great as ever, society has gradually arrived at a better understanding of the great diversity of
applications of the geological sciences. These include the exploitation of mineral ores, stone, gravel, rare minerals, and the 90 elements on which modern society has come to depend. Besides, applied geology concerns
itself with clean water, and with the oil and gas that have become the foundation of Norway’s economic
growth and prosperity. It has also become a key issue both for researchers and politicians alike in that it also
concerns itself with the sound economic and environmental management of our natural resources for the benefit of both our own and future generations.
Geology is a factor in town and regional planning, influencing our safe and long-term storage and disposal
of waste, such as radioactive waste. It is vital in helping us provide warnings and to safeguard our
communities against rockfalls, landslides and other natural disasters. Our increased understanding of, and expertise in, geomedicine contributes to improving health standards. Geology can teach us how humans can
avoid becoming the direct or indirect causes of natural disasters (geohazards), and provides us with a better

understanding of the links between climate, human activity
and naturally-occurring climatic variations. And last, but not
least; in the same way as our innate curiosity and desire for
knowledge stimulates a fascination in our own brief history on
Earth, it is also important to find out about the evolution of
the Earth itself. It is just as exciting as our own history, but
ranges over an almost unimaginably greater time span. And it
is on just such a journey through Norway’s history from its
primeval origins to the present day that we now invite the
reader.
The Earth is a great ball of melted and solid rock, in all
6,173 km from its surface to its centre. Life on Earth, of which
we humans are a part, forms only a thin shell over the surface
of the ball, much like the peel of an apple. Our dependency on
the ball of rock to which we cling is great, but not always evident. We are dramatically reminded of this only when the
Earth is shaken by an earthquake, or when a great rock fall or
landslide overwhelms our communities, as happened in Verdal
in 1893, and in Rissa in 1978. It is on occasions such as these
that we feel the full force of the geological processes going on
around us, and can fully appreciate the Earth as a dynamic
planet influencing our very existence and the quality of our
lives.
The visually most dramatic events are flood waves
(tsunamis) and volcanic eruptions, and even though these generally occur far from Norwegian shores at the present day, they
have in the past had a major impact in shaping Norway’s landscapes. In the long term, it is the less dramatic and more gradual geological processes which modify the landscape most, but
they work so slowly that we hardly register them. Our human
lives are simply too short. To illustrate the point, let us imagine
a Stone Age man pulling his boat ashore about 7,000 years ago
in the innermost part of a western Norwegian fjord after a
day’s hunting and fishing. If his descendants wanted to return
to his boat today, they would have to begin their search some
distance up the hillside, simply because the land has been subject to major uplift since the Stone Age, not only in western
Norway but everywhere that was covered by glaciers during the
last glaciation. This uplift is still going on, but we simply don’t
notice it. At least, not before we begin to look in detail at the
clues we find in nature, in the gravels, sand, peat, and the
rocks around us.
As far as we know, the first Norwegian who began systematically to record natural phenomena, and who also used the
term “geology” as we understand it, was a priest called Michel
Pedersøn Escholt. In 1657, he published his «Geologia
Norvegica» (Norwegian Geology), which presented a physical,
historical and theological account of an earthquake. A reproduction of the first page of his account is illustrated here. For
those who can read gothic script, it is an exciting and thoughtprovoking account, but is definitely more theological than geological, as was the common practice in his time. We hope that
our contemporary account of Norway’s geological evolution,
its geological processes and their products, will prove to be no
less enthralling!

Reproduction of Michel Pedersøn Escholt’s “Geologia Norvegica”, Christiania 1657

For many people, interest in geology has been inspired by the diversity of colours and crystal
forms displayed by about 4,000 species of natural minerals. Shown here is scolesite, a zeolite
mineral from Sulitjelma in Nordland. (Photo: P. Aas, Natural History Museum, Oslo University)
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The structure of the book
In The Making of a Land – Geology of Norway, we shall, as all good storytellers do, give
a chronological account of how Norway “came to be”, beginning with its primeval origin.

Then, Norway as we know it today hardly existed, the atmosphere was without oxygen and, for billions of
years, life on Earth consisted exclusively of primitive, single-celled creatures. Large regions of what geologists
call basement, (“grunnfjell” in Norwegian), the real foundations of Norway, were formed during the Earth’s
most prolonged and primeval era, known as the Precambrian (Chapters 3 and 4). The subsequent Palaeozoic
era (meaning “old life”) was more eventful, and during some periods marine animal and plant life evolved at
almost “explosive” rates, later to invade the landmasses that until then comprised only bare rock and gravel
(Chapters 5 to 9). In Norway, a massive mountain belt (the Caledonian range) was formed, and most probably
rose to heights at least as spectacular as the modern Himalayas, but this was eventually worn away by erosion
and internal geological forces. In the Permo-Carboniferous, at the close of the Palaeozoic, «Norway» was located
close to the equator, and the landscapes were characterized in turn by tropical forests and desert climates. The
Oslo Rift evolved in a firework display of volcanic activity, which lasted for nearly seventy million years. Today,
one quarter of the Norwegian population inhabits a landscape shaped by Permian volcanism and fracturing of
the Earth’s crust.
Younger rocks recording the history of the Mesozoic, (meaning “middle life”, and equivalent to our planet’s
Middle Age – Chapters 10 to 14), are found almost exclusively on the continental shelf. Rocks from the Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous periods were once also found on what is now mainland Norway, but have been entirely removed by erosion, and are found in only a few localities, such as the island of Andøya in Nordland. In
Svalbard, however, rocks of this age are well represented, and give us invaluable insights into geology otherwise
hidden beneath the Barents Sea and the oceans further south. It was during the Mesozoic that dinosaurs strode
across the Norwegian landscapes, and fossil footprints of these giants are found in Svalbard. The Mesozoic also
saw the formation of the oil and gas which now represent Norway’s most important natural resource. Our exploration of the North Sea, and of the Norwegian and Barents Seas, would never have been possible without
the efforts of the oil companies and the development of modern mapping technologies.
The youngest rocks of all, from periods previously called the Tertiary (Chapter 14) and Quaternary (Chapters 15 and 16), and currently termed the Palaeogene and Neogene, represent the final 65 million years of Earth
history. Finally, and most notably during the Quaternary, we record the formation of the characteristic Norwegian landscapes and coastlines with which we are so familiar today. Human beings (the genus Homo) have
evolved during the last two to three million years, and have thus only been in existence for the last half a thousandth of the Earth’s entire existence. In terms of a 24-hour day, this is equivalent to an arrival less than one
minute before midnight. For a long time, the ancestors of modern man were relatively primitive, wielding
stone axes and clubs, and with enough to do simply defending themselves against various natural hazards, including various predators which are now extinct. Today, modern man (Homo sapiens) has evolved into a populous species. We now recognize that our very existence has a major impact on many natural processes at the
Earth’s surface, such as erosion, landscape formation and climate. Given our ability so to influence the natural
order it is important that we fully understand the Earth and its processes, and that we exercise this insight to
the best of our ability.
In Chapter 17 we will apply our collective geological understanding and use simulation models to gaze
into the crystal ball and speculate a little about the Earth’s future. How will climates change, and how will glacial activity and continental drift progress during future millennia and the millions of years beyond? Geological processes never cease, but continue to wear away at our landscapes. New landforms, rocks, and life forms
16

Ice shapes the Norwegian landscape. This picture shows the Nigardsbreen glacier in Jostedalen in Sogn og Fjordane. Painted by J.C. Dahl and reproduced by permission of the National Museum
for Art, Architecture and Design. (Photo: J. Lathion)

When J.C. Dahl painted this picture in 1844, the Nigardsbreen glacier had been in retreat since 1748. Today, it continues to retreat. In 1937 a lake appeared in the valley, and by 1990 the ice-front
had retreated by as much as 4 km from the furthest terminal moraine in the lower part of the valley. The Nigardsbreen glacier is one of many valley glaciers sourced by the major Jostedalsbreen
ice cap, and is an excellent illustration of the changes undergone by glaciers as climate changes. Between 8,000 and 6,000 years ago, during a warm interglacial period, the Jostedal plateau was
probably completely free of ice. Later, when the climate became wetter and cooler, the glacier began to advance. During the Viking period, some thousand years ago, the Jostedalsbreen was
smaller than it is today, but began to advance again in the 14th century, and continued to do so until the “Little Ice Age” culminating in 1748 when the glacier reached its maximum extent. In
this respect the glaciers enable detailed measurement of past and future climatic changes.

will evolve, but only those which survive long after our demise will observe them. We will also discuss shorterterm issues related to what we call “Geology and Society”, and will amplify these discussions in the many “text
box” articles throughout the book. We will focus on human society’s application of geological information in
the future, not only because we live on, but also because we depend on, this ball of rock that we call the Earth.
We must, above all, be ingenious if we are to face these challenges!
In order to assist the reader in getting the most out of this book, Chapter 2 provides a more comprehensive
introduction to geology in the form of a concise “text book” on geological processes and investigative methods
and tools. Some of the geological terms not defined in the text are listed in an Index and explained in a Glossary
at the back of the book. Finally, a geological map of mainland Norway, prepared by the Norwegian Geological
Survey, is inserted inside the back cover for those interested in pursuing the subject further.
A voluntary effort
This book is the result of the efforts over many years of several contributors whose backgrounds combine a
rich diversity of disciplines and interests. Individual chapters represent contributions from several groups of
authors, and the presentation will naturally reflect what each contributor believes is both important and correct. Geology relies to a large extent on empirical understanding, and the geological structures and phenomena that we observe both in nature and in the laboratory are not infrequently the subject of a variety of
theories and interpretations. For instance, how do we interpret the age determinations of basement rocks
which have undergone several phases of reworking and alteration? What is the nature of the great thrust
nappes which we observe in the Norwegian mountains – how far and in what directions have they been
moved? What are the pressure and temperature conditions under which certain rocks were formed? Or, to
what extent are parts of the Earth’s mantle incorporated into the crust beneath Norway? Is present-day climate
change exclusively the result of natural phenomena? To what extent it is influenced by human intervention?
The debates surrounding these issues reflect the strength inherent in the continued evolution of geology as a
science. New results are always coming to light, and these in turn generate a diversity of interpretations forever
contending with each other for greater prominence.
It now only remains for us to wish the reader an enjoyable journey, and to extend our thanks to the many
authors for their entirely voluntary contributions, and to our sponsors and the many other contributors, all of
whom are listed at the back of the book.

TEXT BOXES
This book comprises a standard text with illustrations, combined with individual “text boxes”. The purpose of these is to help
the more inquisitive reader who may wish to “dig a bit deeper” into various subjects. There are three types of text boxes:

· BOXES WITH BEIGE BACKGROUND:
· BOXES WITH BLUE BACKGROUND:
· BOXES WITH GREEN BACKGROUND:

Data, scientific accounts and more detailed material
History and historical events, history of the science and biography
“Geology and Society”– issues related to resources, the environment, and applied
geology

For those who wish to dig deeper still into the geological treasure trove, you will find a list of selected references and some
useful websites at the back of the book, the Bibliography.

Fossils are the lithified remains or
traces of prehistoric animals and
plants. The significance of fossils for
our understanding of both geological
and biological evolution was first
fully understood in the late 17th
century. The pictures here illustrate
one of the first fossils ever described
in Norway. Reproduced after a drawing by the vicar Hans Strøm (1784).

BENEATH THE CRAG
You live beneath a crag,
knowing you do.
But you sow your acre
and make your roofs fast
and let your children play
and you lay down at night
as if it wasn’t there.

One summer evening
perhaps
as you lean on your scythe
your eye will skim
where they say
the crack is,
and perhaps one night
you’ll lie awake
listening for
a falling stone.

And when the rock-slip comes
it will not be a surprise.
But you’ll set to and clear
the green patch
beneath the crag
– as life allows.

Olav H. Hauge,
«Beneath the Crag», translated
by Robert Fulton, 2003.
The precipitous cliffs along Romsdalen in Møre og Romsdal County are notorious for frequent rockfalls – and in the past also large
rockslides. (Photo: I. Bryhni)
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